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good morning ladies and gentlemen                                               
welcome to ask a theologian on this                                             
monday glad you are here as we take your                                        
biblical theological and worldview                                              
questions rightly dividing the word of                                          
truth                                                                           
we hope you hold us to the task on doing                                        
that                                                                            
and uh we look forward to uh seeing what                                        
you have on your mind here at the                                               
beginning of this week let's start out                                          
with a question that came in                                                    
in advance from dan and uh                                                      
dan is asking about uh                                                          
what should a christian do                                                      
when they sin good question because                                             
uh christians do sin don't they and                                             
uh he goes on to say let's see uh                                               
uh i asked i asked numerous older                                               
believers what does the bible command                                           
regarding christians who sin or                                                 
how many bible verses in the new                                                
testament are telling us what to do when                                        
we send                                                                         
to a person everyone said there's lots                                          
of verses                                                                       
i just don't know any offhand or                                                
they default to first john 1 9.                                                 
and we'll talk about that in just a                                             
moment he says i found that there are                                           
zero verses that command recommend                                              
or even hint that a believer is to                                              
confess                                                                         
their sin after salvation                                                       
now goes on to give some other                                                  
interesting information                                                         
about that but it's a good question what                                        
does the bible command for a believer                                           
who is living in the age of grace what                                          
does that                                                                       
scripture command by the way or what                                            
does the the new testament command                                              
and now by the way uh we have been                                              
refining                                                                        
our little chart right here god's                                               
revelation of transition                                                        
and uh here uh we have i guess that was                                         
today at 8 45 am                                                                
but here we have uh this individual                                             
gospel of grace                                                                 
is where we are living over here in the                                         
purple                                                                          
part the individual part we're not in                                           
the national gospel of israel                                                   
there has been a period of transition                                           
that took place                                                                 
uh when uh saul now paul in acts chapter                                        



13                                                                              
received the uh the mystery or at least                                         
expressed it the first time and it                                              
concluded                                                                       
as i'm saying at 70 a.d and there was                                           
this period of transition but we live                                           
completely over here we live                                                    
after 70 a.d we live over here in 2020                                          
so in 2020                                                                      
what are we supposed to do when we sin                                          
now again i think dan is exactly right i                                        
haven't tried this experience but if you                                        
were just to go                                                                 
to preachers to bible teachers to                                               
theologians                                                                     
to elder statesmen of the faith and say                                         
what should a believer do when they sin                                         
they would say                                                                  
or what does the bible teach that a                                             
believer should do                                                              
when they sin they would say you know                                           
there's lots of bible verses well which                                         
ones well i                                                                     
don't really know first john 1 9                                                
how's that if we confess our sins he is                                         
faithful                                                                        
and just to forgive us of our sins and                                          
to cleanse us from                                                              
all unrighteousness okay                                                        
that's uh obviously is                                                          
an excellent passage of scripture but                                           
in that passage of scripture where                                              
does it really apply does it apply to                                           
the                                                                             
national gospel or to the individual                                            
gospel                                                                          
well i would present to you that really                                         
the gospel of john                                                              
applies very much on the national                                               
side that it is a kingdom gospel that it                                        
is                                                                              
an issue that is not really related to                                          
the individual and as a matter of fact                                          
uh                                                                              
there is in here the if we                                                      
confess our sins there's this national                                          
confession that needs to take place on                                          
the part of                                                                     
israel and then he will cleanse us from                                         
all unrighteousness and yet as saved                                            
people                                                                          
we know that we have been cleansed of                                           
all                                                                             
unrighteousness so can we really apply                                          
first john 1 9 to the individual                                                
now i think it's worthy of further study                                        
i wouldn't                                                                      
just immediately say yeah chunk first                                           
john 1 9.                                                                       
but i think when you do the study and i                                         
would encourage you to do the study                                             
that you see that there really are a lot                                        



of                                                                              
uh little issues that become big issues                                         
when you apply first john 1                                                     
9 to what should the believer do                                                
uh now uh with that i tell you what                                             
let's uh do just a little bit of bible                                          
study today and let's go to the                                                 
treasury of scripture knowledge and                                             
we're trying to find out                                                        
what does the bible tell the believer                                           
today to do                                                                     
when they sin and                                                               
uh so let's look at                                                             
uh the treasury of scripture knowledge                                          
and get some cross-references                                                   
on confession of sin and when we look                                           
here one of the things that i want you                                          
to notice                                                                       
is that if we confess look at these                                             
cross references right here                                                     
all of them are definitely under the                                            
national gospel                                                                 
under the kingdom gospel all of them uh                                         
look to me with the exception of acts 19                                        
18. we'll check that out                                                        
uh they're definitely in the period that                                        
belongs again to this national gospel of                                        
israel thank you scott for the nice word                                        
i want that picture                                                             
and by the way let me say to you that uh                                        
because so many are helping us with the                                         
new publishing ministry we are going to                                         
be able to put out pictures like this                                           
uh but back to the question uh                                                  
so again what does the bible say oh it                                          
says lots of stuff lots of stuff                                                
lots of stuff if we confess our sins                                            
what else                                                                       
lots of stuff well what okay                                                    
so we look and of course we can go to                                           
leviticus chapter 26 verse 40.                                                  
if they confess their iniquity and it                                           
goes on                                                                         
uh to speak in verse 42 then i will                                             
remember the covenant                                                           
sounds very close to first john 1 9                                             
doesn't it                                                                      
uh we could go to um                                                            
oh i don't know nehemiah chapter 1 verse                                        
6 let                                                                           
let thine ears now be attentive to thine                                        
eyes and                                                                        
then thine eyes open that thou mayest                                           
hear the prayer of thy servant and it                                           
goes on                                                                         
uh at the end to say and confess the                                            
sins of the children of israel                                                  
uh chapter nine verse two the seed of                                           
israel separated themselves from all                                            
strangers and stood and confessed their                                         
sins                                                                            
uh and you notice it goes on through                                            



this and it says and etc                                                        
that is in the old testament you really                                         
can find a whole bunch of stuff about                                           
we the nation confessing sins it aligns                                         
with first john                                                                 
very nicely now let's uh go ahead and                                           
pull up acts 19                                                                 
18 uh says and many                                                             
that believed and confessed showed their                                        
deeds and they brought these uh these                                           
curious arts uh this is uh speaking of                                          
uh                                                                              
ephesus and uh what is taking place                                             
with the uh yes uh this was                                                     
known to all the jews and the greeks                                            
also dwelling at ephesus                                                        
fear fell upon them all the name of the                                         
lord was magnified and many believed                                            
and confessed and showed their deeds and                                        
they burned these magic books from the                                          
things that                                                                     
you remember there now i would encourage                                        
you in that to go back to the act study                                         
but what we see in the act study                                                
is that ephesus very much                                                       
was in this period of transition right                                          
here                                                                            
and uh that that particular story                                               
really leans toward the national gospel                                         
of israel                                                                       
rather than the individual gospel of                                            
grace so once again                                                             
we don't have really anything to go by                                          
there in terms of what the scripture is                                         
telling us                                                                      
so maybe first john 1 9 maybe acts 19                                           
verse 18 just as an example and that's a                                        
historical example it's not a doctrinal                                         
teaching that is uh given there                                                 
then we go on in the treasury scripture                                         
knowledge uh he                                                                 
is faithful and just uh well we could                                           
look at first corinthians 1                                                     
9 god is faithful by whom you are called                                        
into the fellowship of his son jesus                                            
christ our lord but that's just speaking                                        
of god's faithfulness these are all                                             
references to god's                                                             
faithfulness that are there even at that                                        
first corinthians maybe first timothy                                           
about                                                                           
all we have he is faithful and just                                             
again                                                                           
what we're looking at other than perhaps                                        
romans 3 26                                                                     
which says to declare i say at this time                                        
his righteousness that he might be just                                         
and the justifier of them which                                                 
believeth in jesus we                                                           
we do believe in jesus this is where our                                        
faith lies in the completed work of                                             
jesus christ we are                                                             



uh righteous uh now faithful and just                                           
uh just end two and                                                             
two right here so this section right                                            
here                                                                            
and to cleanse us from all                                                      
unrighteousness relates to this section                                         
right here and to cleanse us from all                                           
unrighteousness                                                                 
now once again just a quick glance we                                           
noticed lots of old testament passages                                          
we can go to first corinthians 6                                                
11 and such were some of you but ye                                             
are washed you are sanctified you are                                           
justified in the name of the lord jesus                                         
and by the spirit of a god of course                                            
this is first corinthians again                                                 
time of the overlap we would want to                                            
rightly divide that make sure that's                                            
talking about                                                                   
uh those in the period of individual                                            
grace of the pauline gospel                                                     
but this is you are sanctified                                                  
this is uh done ephesians 5 26 that he                                          
might sanctify and cleanse                                                      
it the church with the washing of the                                           
water by the word                                                               
uh the word of god cleanses                                                     
the church titus 2 14 who gave himself                                          
for us that                                                                     
he might redeem us from all iniquity and                                        
purify                                                                          
unto himself a people zealous of good                                           
works                                                                           
and not again really uh going there so i                                        
think dan is                                                                    
really on to something here and that is                                         
uh                                                                              
that he says i found that there are                                             
zero verses that command recommend                                              
or even hint that a believer is to                                              
confess                                                                         
sin after salvation now i know that                                             
sounds like anathema to some of you                                             
especially if you're                                                            
new to rightly dividing the word between                                        
that which is commanded to the old                                              
testament uh believers                                                          
and that which is commanded to the                                              
believers under the mystery of grace                                            
it just sounds absolutely horrible                                              
heresy to say                                                                   
no the bible does not command us to                                             
confess our sins                                                                
now the issue is that in                                                        
this individual gospel in which we live                                         
there is the uh                                                                 
the the truth that                                                              
we have been cleansed of all                                                    
unrighteousness                                                                 
that we are in christ that the old                                              
creature                                                                        
is dead that the new creature is alive                                          



that                                                                            
our righteousness is in him that we are                                         
complete                                                                        
in him now what should we do then                                               
when we sin i think that                                                        
when we sin we ought to and i'm picking                                         
up                                                                              
on this some of this from what dan says                                         
in his email                                                                    
when we sin we ought to                                                         
stop sinning that's what we ought to do                                         
uh well stop sinning i don't have a                                             
problem with it all and i probably do                                           
and you probably do                                                             
uh and is it a good thing yeah is it                                            
commanded                                                                       
for us not necessarily but i don't have                                         
a problem at all with saying                                                    
lord i shouldn't have said that                                                 
i'm sorry i said that that i don't even                                         
know if that's a confession by the way                                          
to say i'm sorry                                                                
but i'm sorry that i said that i                                                
shouldn't have said i feel badly about                                          
about saying that and so i'm not going                                          
to say that anymore                                                             
i feel badly about doing that and so i'm                                        
not going to do that anymore                                                    
we're i'm done with this i'm walking                                            
away from that because i                                                        
am righteous in christ so                                                       
all of this again i think digs into                                             
something that you and i ought to dig                                           
into                                                                            
further and confirm all this to say okay                                        
the believer today                                                              
living in the individual gospel of grace                                        
what does that believer do that believer                                        
needs to stop sinning when they sin                                             
they need to stop sinning apologize to                                          
the lord certainly i don't have a                                               
problem with that                                                               
uh express your uh regrets over that                                            
certainly i don't have a problem with                                           
that but in the end                                                             
the thing that we really want to do is                                          
to                                                                              
stop sinning uh thank you                                                       
um dan for that good word let's go                                              
to um our questions coming in today                                             
and uh this one's from john why didn't                                          
the apostles who were baptized                                                  
by john get re-baptized under paul's                                            
gospel                                                                          
you know when we get to                                                         
ephesians                                                                       
excuse me when we get to ephesus in acts                                        
um                                                                              
about                                                                           
chapter 18 i believe um                                                         
and now earlier than that                                                       
um i'll tell you what i'll show you what                                        



we'll do and this is going to lead us                                           
astray                                                                          
because we're checking google rather                                            
than the bible but then i'll show you                                           
how it leads us astray                                                          
uh let's say believers                                                          
re-baptized re-baptized there we go                                             
and i got questions it always comes up                                          
if you want to know what the                                                    
evangelicals                                                                    
say go to got questions if you want to                                          
know what the bible says                                                        
skip god questions um why                                                       
did the disciples in ephesus not receive                                        
the holy spirit okay i'm sure it's going                                        
to talk about their baptism here                                                
somewhere yeah                                                                  
there it is john's baptism was a baptism                                        
of repentance                                                                   
this would be interesting to read                                               
because it's uh long we're not going to                                         
go into all of uh                                                               
this but those who                                                              
like the ephesus dozens stopped with                                            
john's baptism had only half the story                                          
they needed more than repentance they                                           
needed faith in christ                                                          
now god questions that does not rightly                                         
divide at all                                                                   
uh has stumbled upon the fact that you                                          
better rightly divide                                                           
and there's something about these under                                         
john and these under uh under                                                   
uh paul now let's go                                                            
to acts chapter 19                                                              
uh or acts chapter 18 verse 24.                                                 
let's see um                                                                    
no 19. let's uh                                                                 
let's check it out uh acts                                                      
chapter 19. yeah okay so they                                                   
came to ephesus they found certain                                              
disciples                                                                       
he said have you received the holy ghost                                        
since you believe                                                               
let me back up just a little bit                                                
question is why did the apostles who                                            
were baptized why didn't the apostles                                           
who were baptized by john get                                                   
re-baptized                                                                     
some would say the ephesian disciples                                           
which were of the same lot                                                      
as the apostles did get re-baptized                                             
therefore the apostles should have                                              
gotten re-baptized                                                              
now i'm going to show you that the                                              
ephesians i don't even think god                                                
re-baptized                                                                     
let's look at it here so he said to them                                        
have you received the holy ghost since                                          
you believed they said we have not so                                           
much has heard whether there be a holy                                          
ghost he said unto them                                                         



unto what then were you baptized they                                           
said unto they said                                                             
unto john's baptism just like the                                               
apostles just like                                                              
peter unto john's baptism verse 4                                               
then said paul john verily baptized with                                        
the baptism of repentance                                                       
saying unto people that they should                                             
believe on him                                                                  
which should come after him that is the                                         
christ when they heard this                                                     
they were baptized in the name of the                                           
lord jesus                                                                      
now right here is where                                                         
i think so many people go wrong uh                                              
john notice that again the                                                      
the the king james does not                                                     
use uh quotation marks                                                          
so he paul                                                                      
said unto them i assume the quote goes                                          
right here                                                                      
unto what then were you baptized in                                             
quote                                                                           
and they said quote unto john's baptism                                         
end quote then paul said quote                                                  
john verily baptized with the baptism of                                        
repentance                                                                      
uh end quote saying open                                                        
uh open what do you call it when you                                            
have a quote within a quote                                                     
now john is saying                                                              
unto the people that quote                                                      
they should believe on him which should                                         
come after him                                                                  
that is on christ                                                               
now when they heard this                                                        
who is they and what did they hear                                              
they should believe on him people heard                                         
john                                                                            
saying they should believe on him and                                           
when john said this                                                             
those who heard john were baptized in                                           
the name of the lord jesus and                                                  
paul laid his hands upon him and the                                            
holy ghost came upon them                                                       
i don't think paul baptized them at all                                         
it does not say                                                                 
paul baptized them at all what it says                                          
is                                                                              
john said pretend i'm paul                                                      
hey ephesians i want you to know that                                           
john                                                                            
uh said that john said you should                                               
believe they should believe on him upon                                         
a pym that has come after him                                                   
that is john the baptist and they that                                          
heard john                                                                      
they were baptized by john they were                                            
baptized once                                                                   
that's it the ephesians were not                                                
re-baptized                                                                     
they had john's baptism now                                                     



i think that uh what you've got here                                            
is that pretty strong proof                                                     
that baptism as paul is preaching it                                            
here in                                                                         
acts chapter 19 and                                                             
in ephesians chapter one and that's the                                         
only other place he's going to preach it                                        
it was something that really was under                                          
this national gospel of israel i think                                          
when you see                                                                    
baptism it's under this national gospel                                         
of israel                                                                       
now the question then becomes                                                   
is there a baptism under the individual                                         
gospel of grace                                                                 
or is baptism only under the national                                           
gospel of israel                                                                
during this period of transition it it                                          
is of course                                                                    
uh difficult to uh to know when paul                                            
says i                                                                          
i you know some of you are baptized just                                        
a fantastic and gayest i baptized if i'd                                        
be                                                                              
anybody else i don't really know it's                                           
difficult to know are those                                                     
all jewish believers under the kingdom                                          
gospel                                                                          
or were any of them gentiles                                                    
uh you can't argue either way honestly                                          
it just uh all we know is their name                                            
and the fact that they have a greek name                                        
doesn't tell us anything i mean stephen                                         
had a greek name and stephen was very                                           
much a jew                                                                      
uh so it doesn't tell us anything uh so                                         
i think what you have in the way i carry                                        
it out personally in my ministry anyway                                         
is that baptism as we read it in the                                            
scripture                                                                       
uh was certainly a jewish ordinance                                             
national gospel of israel had a jewish                                          
ordinance of baptism                                                            
now i think that early                                                          
christians under the individual gospel                                          
of grace                                                                        
began to use baptism as a testimony                                             
if a believer today wanted to use it as                                         
a testimony                                                                     
i would not prohibit that i would not                                           
require that i would not prohibit that i                                        
don't think the scripture prohibits that                                        
and uh and and yet i would not                                                  
at all teach it as an ordinance                                                 
if it was an ordinance then clearly                                             
john's baptism is different than the                                            
christian baptism that we do today                                              
and if they are different and both                                              
required                                                                        
then clearly the apostles were baptized                                         
under john                                                                      
needed to be re-baptized under paul but                                         



paul's baptism has no ordinances                                                
that doesn't mean there are not things                                          
that we can't do                                                                
that we could you know we could bring in                                        
to the church or to the christian                                               
experience we certainly can we're free                                          
to that                                                                         
but it has no ordinances so they're not                                         
ordained                                                                        
to have to do that i hope that makes                                            
some sense                                                                      
now those who would uh have some area of                                        
disagreement uh with me on that at least                                        
we should recognize                                                             
that uh there really                                                            
was a difference between john's baptism                                         
or jewish baptism or kingdom baptism                                            
and the baptism we have today and                                               
if you can begin to recognize that                                              
distinction                                                                     
then you can begin to highlight the                                             
distinctions between the two                                                    
and then you're well on your way to                                             
rightly dividing the word of truth and                                          
you may even come to say                                                        
i am going to reserve baptism completely                                        
for the kingdom age                                                             
and not for uh the age of this church                                           
and i wouldn't have a problem with that                                         
i remember a number of years ago                                                
a uh lady who had come from an                                                  
evangelical background started attending                                        
a                                                                               
uh right dividing church and she sent me                                        
an email                                                                        
and she said i found this church it                                             
seems to preach dispensationally it                                             
teaches grace                                                                   
it uh is uh preach it it rightly divides                                        
the word of truth as far as i can tell                                          
but they don't baptize                                                          
they prohibit baptism and her question                                          
to me was                                                                       
is this a cult is this a heresy                                                 
and i wrote her back and i said                                                 
absolutely not i                                                                
suspect you have found a very wonderful                                         
church                                                                          
and go in check out that church indeed                                          
later found out the church and the                                              
pastor and all that                                                             
uh and uh it is a good right dividing                                           
church that has said                                                            
in their uh interpretation baptism                                              
completely is over here                                                         
and we don't have ordinances over here                                          
and so                                                                          
they choose not to do any of these                                              
ordinances                                                                      
it's not a not a cult at all not a                                              
heresy at all it's actually                                                     
uh pretty good uh rightly dividing the                                          



word of truth thank you                                                         
for uh your question there john i                                               
appreciate that                                                                 
um let's see jim says do you know                                               
anything about uh miller's                                                      
church history andrew miller                                                    
um i                                                                            
don't but let's uh let's                                                        
look into this just very quickly here                                           
um                                                                              
and see what                                                                    
we can find i'm looking at a couple of                                          
uh                                                                              
sources here um                                                                 
uh decent                                                                       
sources and let's start out a little bit                                        
with andrew                                                                     
miller himself um                                                               
and uh there's the there's the good                                             
historian he looks like a historian                                             
doesn't he                                                                      
um a historian that i don't know maybe                                          
needs to work on those sideburns a                                              
little bit                                                                      
uh here's a                                                                     
andrew miller born in uh                                                        
that place which is probably in england                                         
in 1810 um                                                                      
and a warm-hearted evangelist the best                                          
of                                                                              
man ever was visible maybe he wrote this                                        
himself i'm not sure                                                            
that's what i would write he's the best                                         
of man that ever did live                                                       
uh as an author his name will be                                                
remembered as long as his valuable                                              
papers on church history or meditations                                         
on the song of solomon or on the psalms                                         
i need to check that out                                                        
uh so he was                                                                    
very clearly a plymouth brethren                                                
um and i know that because this is the                                          
brethren archive                                                                
um and the plymouth brethren of                                                 
which sort comes say a john nelson darby                                        
uh were were                                                                    
good dispensationalists didn't always                                           
write                                                                           
didn't always divide paul out uh it                                             
would have been a mix                                                           
in that on whether or not he divided                                            
paul out so we'd have to learn on that a                                        
little bit                                                                      
uh through his church history probably                                          
that                                                                            
era of plymouth brethren was scholarly                                          
and so probably he's done his homework                                          
on that                                                                         
uh and now let's uh                                                             
take a look at a couple of                                                      
resources that we've got here                                                   
for example here is                                                             



uh miller's church history available of                                         
course                                                                          
online uh be interesting to read his day                                        
at pentecost we could probably see                                              
there and then he goes into                                                     
a lot of church history here                                                    
my guess again is going to be that much                                         
of this                                                                         
is accurate                                                                     
he brings out the waldenses which                                               
probably                                                                        
tells us again he's trying to find those                                        
who are actually teaching the scripture                                         
my guess is most of this is accurate                                            
historically                                                                    
and that probably most of it is not                                             
going to                                                                        
bump into issues of theology                                                    
and grace if he points that out                                                 
correctly                                                                       
now let's uh pull up                                                            
his day of pentecost short papers on                                            
church history the day of pentecost                                             
fully come                                                                      
the jewish feast of pentecost may be                                            
called the birthday of the christian                                            
church now that sentence                                                        
probably tells you his perspective                                              
although he could have a little bit of a                                        
transition that                                                                 
took place here it was also the                                                 
anniversary of the giving of the law on                                         
mount sinai though it does not appear                                           
that the day was observed by jews in                                            
commemoration of the event                                                      
let's see old testament saints formed no                                        
part of the new testament church                                                
it had no existence in fact until the                                           
day of pentecost so                                                             
i'm going to just take that one                                                 
paragraph and assume                                                            
that he is an acts 2 dispensationalist                                          
and from that again                                                             
just looking again at the table of                                              
contents                                                                        
my hunch is                                                                     
after you get to                                                                
chapter 7 that it's not going                                                   
to make much effect he's probably going                                         
to tell                                                                         
the details of the burning of rome the                                          
internal history of the church                                                  
uh uh you know the uh komodos to                                                
constantine                                                                     
uh all this council of uh nice                                                  
nicey and creed we call it uh it'd be                                           
interesting to go to and see all this my                                        
guess is it's                                                                   
probably a fairly accurate history                                              
of the                                                                          
uh the the trying                                                               
those who are trying to be true to the                                          



word of god                                                                     
uh let me say by the way for those who                                          
are thinking about                                                              
delving into church history that uh we                                          
are very thrilled at dispensational                                             
publishing                                                                      
to be working on the grace history                                              
project                                                                         
by brian ross uh the grace history                                              
project                                                                         
also goes through all of these events                                           
and it does it from the perspective of                                          
those                                                                           
who would rightly divide the word of                                            
truth or would have                                                             
a uh somewhat of the understanding of                                           
this chart here though brian's may be                                           
different than mine and mine would be                                           
different than                                                                  
uh brian's or a friend joel uh in grand                                         
rapids or whatever it may be we may                                             
we may picture that just a little bit                                           
differently but nonetheless                                                     
understand the pauline truth and the                                            
revelation of the mystery                                                       
and so we're very excited to be taking                                          
uh the presentations and the outlines of                                        
the grace history project and turning                                           
those                                                                           
into a book now it'll be a little while                                         
so if you're eager on church history i                                          
would say                                                                       
andrew miller looks like a good uh a                                            
possibility                                                                     
i'll check into that more jim and see                                           
exactly uh                                                                      
what we find there through that and see                                         
uh see if we can add some strength to it                                        
appreciate it                                                                   
dr tom in cambodia appreciate your work                                         
uh                                                                              
and uh first of all thank you for your                                          
great teaching in revelation 12.                                                
thank you i appreciate that uh we had                                           
that um                                                                         
yesterday and a week ago uh                                                     
on sunday looking at the woman                                                  
this great wonder in the heavens the                                            
woman                                                                           
uh who is israel and then the war                                               
going on in heaven my former going back                                         
to dr tom's uh                                                                  
comment here my                                                                 
my former calvinistic reform friend                                             
shocked me one day when he said that                                            
because god allowed the genocide of                                             
cambodia                                                                        
god caused it uh                                                                
my uh my question let's see                                                     
uh that's uh                                                                    
sorry i've got this uh question divided                                         
into two so i've got to put it together                                         



here                                                                            
um let's see                                                                    
uh three million cambodian dieds                                                
in the khmer do i pronounce that                                                
correctly                                                                       
i always have a problem with cambodian                                          
words the khmer                                                                 
genocide holocaust a calvinist                                                  
who is a lawyer said that god caused it                                         
this is the problem with                                                        
calvinism is it makes god into a monster                                        
really does and you know the the more i                                         
look at at a few of these aspects and                                           
this is one of them in calvinism                                                
the more i have to say this is                                                  
an unbelievable atrocious doctrine                                              
i don't i used to try to be nice with it                                        
and                                                                             
you know calvinism understands it this                                          
way and non-calvinist understand it this                                        
way                                                                             
but but the more i look at it the more i                                        
say                                                                             
calvinism doesn't even have the same god                                        
uh because you look at the you know if                                          
you're trying to decide for example                                             
there's another randy white out there                                           
and he's a preacher                                                             
therefore he's the same one no he's very                                        
different how do we know he's different                                         
look at what he's you know the randy                                            
white in florida is doing and the randy                                         
white in new mexico is doing                                                    
look at what they teach look at what                                            
they do                                                                         
you'll see that's a different that's a                                          
different randy white                                                           
they they're not the same at all the                                            
only thing same about them is r-a-n-d-y                                         
and so very different now                                                       
if you look at the calvinist god versus                                         
the non-calvinist god                                                           
i don't know any way other way to say it                                        
then it's not the same god                                                      
now one then definitely is following                                            
a made up god now the re                                                        
they made their god up out of scripture                                         
did you know that                                                               
they did but it's still made up because                                         
they picked a little here and a little                                          
there they made this sort of cafeteria                                          
god                                                                             
and the calvinist likes to feel bad                                             
about things and so they picked the                                             
you know the passages in the old                                                
testament of course in which uh god is                                          
angry and killing                                                               
killing off the amorites and they don't                                         
put any purpose behind that other than                                          
god's glory                                                                     
but there is purpose behind that and                                            
when you take all of the scripture                                              



literally you find the purpose of                                               
why does god eradicate the                                                      
amalekites and                                                                  
they don't rightly divide that so then                                          
what they have is                                                               
god um you know he he wiped out the                                             
amalekites                                                                      
and three million cambodians too                                                
this is what god's done this is just the                                        
character of god it is to wipe out                                              
he hates him so much he's damned them                                           
all to his glory that's the calvinist                                           
god                                                                             
it is a monstrous god now                                                       
i couldn't remember his name last week                                          
but uh now i remember it it's uh kevin                                          
de young                                                                        
uh mentioned his article                                                        
from the gospel coalition and                                                   
here it is i'm going to bring it up all                                         
things from his                                                                 
fatherly hand now this is                                                       
this is actually not the art he's redone                                        
this because this is from march 13th                                            
he's got an original                                                            
uh article and i just uh did this on the                                        
internet search and came up with                                                
the this one so but maybe the same                                              
article was just uh                                                             
re reposted uh                                                                  
and he goes to okay uh everything seemed                                        
to be taken over by cal                                                         
cova 19. uh if you've ever used the                                             
heidelberg catechism you know                                                   
the 129 questions are given over 52                                             
lords a day where                                                               
uh verse 10 this is the the calvinist                                           
they                                                                            
you you set a a catechism in front of                                           
um                                                                              
it's like pornography for them now                                              
uh what do you understand by the                                                
providence of god the heidelberg                                                
catechism says                                                                  
providence is the almighty and                                                  
ever-present power of god by which he                                           
upholds with his hand                                                           
heaven and earth and all creatures and                                          
so rules them                                                                   
that leaf and blade rain and drought                                            
fruitful and lean years                                                         
food and drink health and sickness                                              
prosperity and                                                                  
poverty all things in                                                           
fact come to us not by chance                                                   
but from his fatherly hand thus                                                 
saith the lord but the lord didn't say                                          
it                                                                              
the heidelberg catechism says it and the                                        
heidelberg catechism is wrong                                                   
and then he goes on again this is a this                                        
is a new uh                                                                     



posting that he did uh back in march but                                        
he goes on literally to tell you                                                
how every single thing that happens                                             
uh happened because god uh                                                      
got appointed it so for example right                                           
here how would the heidelberg catechism                                         
particularly lord's day 10 help you                                             
minister to someone who just lost                                               
a job or a child uh or                                                          
just received a frightening diagnosis                                           
god                                                                             
did it that's god did it and he loves                                           
you                                                                             
such a monstrous god                                                            
i was often disappointed to hear                                                
students who should have been affirming                                         
the confessions and their documentation                                         
shy away from the heidelberg strong                                             
biblical language about                                                         
providence much more at ease these                                              
students                                                                        
using passive language about god's                                              
permissive will or comfortable                                                  
generalities                                                                    
to his glory see i'm a hyper                                                    
dispensationalist                                                               
now uh he goes on of course he gives                                            
some historical examples of things                                              
god did and therefore it's a doctrine                                           
this is why i say                                                               
so many times don't build doctrine often                                        
historical account                                                              
because god wiped out the amalekites                                            
what does that mean about the khmer                                             
rouge and the you know the killing                                              
fields in cambodia                                                              
it means nothing absolutely nothing                                             
kevin de young and the calvinist of his                                         
sword                                                                           
build all of their doctrine off the                                             
heidelberg catechism they do not                                                
question the heidelberg catechism you're                                        
not supposed to question the heidelberg                                         
catechism you drool                                                             
over the heidelberg catechism and                                               
uh so he goes on again of course giving                                         
all sorts of                                                                    
this is this is what uh uh                                                      
what this this is how non-calvinist gets                                        
snookered into calvinism                                                        
calvinism looks scholarly look at all                                           
that scripture i                                                                
just want to go by the script i want to                                         
read the problem is they've been in                                             
these rick warren churches                                                      
that don't really do any scripture and                                          
then they                                                                       
look and they say ah you know what                                              
that's all just empty they're right                                             
it's all just empty it's all just you                                           
know go get them tiger sermons and i'm                                          
sick of that                                                                    



i could you know i can get that from uh                                         
you know um                                                                     
who is the wind friends and influence                                           
people guy i mean he can motivate me                                            
better than those preachers so i'm done                                         
with that but i want                                                            
i want god i want religion what i want                                          
something in scripture and then they                                            
turn and they find                                                              
oh look at the scripture just over and                                          
over and over again it's scripture                                              
there i'm going there that's the answer                                         
and                                                                             
that's deception because these                                                  
scriptures again they're                                                        
just they're not rightly divided at all                                         
in fact                                                                         
you know you notice most of those of                                            
course are old testament uh scriptures                                          
uh so he uh goes on then                                                        
to say um you know                                                              
uh quote calvin got to be sure and get a                                        
calvin quote in there                                                           
uh and uh                                                                       
really that god again uh                                                        
he's not an impersonal force who is our                                         
father in heaven he is the one                                                  
that caused randy white to go bald                                              
this is god i think uh                                                          
the the the                                                                     
the sadness of this uh whole thing again                                        
is that they get                                                                
uh they get god                                                                 
causing such                                                                    
horrendous things now what caused the                                           
killing fields in cambodia                                                      
uh it was uh                                                                    
evil and bad politics                                                           
uh i i'm not even an expert on on the                                           
killing fields as a matter of fact i                                            
haven't even watched the movie                                                  
uh and i'm sure tom is                                                          
uh you know an expert uh just by virtue                                         
of living there knowing these things uh                                         
no way you could get out of hearing of                                          
uh these things                                                                 
and it there there's                                                            
there certainly is an evil selfish uh                                           
ambition that                                                                   
uh comes about and                                                              
uh power power corrupts absolute power                                          
corrupts absolutely                                                             
and uh put all that uh together with bad                                        
politics of hey i think we can do this                                          
and it's gonna leave that and it's going                                        
to                                                                              
end up in utopia but these people are                                           
causing a problem for our utopia                                                
and so utopia is what matters because                                           
society is what matters                                                         
this this by the way is why i'm so uh                                           
um fearful of socialism of any sort                                             



even bernie sanders socialism is in the                                         
end it has to kill people in order to                                           
uh to to do the what's best for society                                         
because it cares about what's best for                                          
society                                                                         
not what's best for that little rice                                            
farmer out there                                                                
and if that little rice farmer is not                                           
going along with it                                                             
let's be done with him it's it's for the                                        
good of society                                                                 
this is why i hear uh every now and then                                        
there's some                                                                    
company advertising on                                                          
one of the fox news i don't really watch                                        
much fox news but                                                               
when i'm in the car sometimes i get it                                          
on the satellite radio                                                          
and and i'll listen to some and there's                                         
some advertising                                                                
on there about uh yeah i think it's for                                         
masks or something like that and                                                
you know uh it it says about three or                                           
four times in there this is for the                                             
greater good they're all in it for the                                          
greater good for the greater good                                               
everybody for the greater good we're                                            
looking at                                                                      
and and uh you know it's like oh isn't                                          
this wonderful for the greater good                                             
it's actually if you're if you're trying                                        
to work for the greater good                                                    
somebody is going to get run over in                                            
this thing                                                                      
and eventually somebody's going to get                                          
killed in it by the government                                                  
it's for the greater good uh and                                                
i'm convinced that what our society has                                         
to be                                                                           
about and what our declaration of                                               
independence and constitution certainly                                         
is about is                                                                     
not for the greater good it's for your                                          
good and                                                                        
my good individual benefit                                                      
and that's where uh you know again i                                            
don't even know the history of it                                               
but i would say this is uh where they                                           
uh go wrong in there okay                                                       
chuck uh let's see uh chuck would you                                           
write a book to                                                                 
chuck this morning uh let's see what uh                                         
chuck has to say                                                                
uh i'm making a big deal about what's                                           
becoming more and more apparent about                                           
uh calvinism during the vast in the vast                                        
majority uh oh am i making too big a                                            
deal                                                                            
about what's becoming more and more                                             
apparent to me about how calvinism                                              
is ruling the vast majority of cal of                                           
christendom                                                                     



d-u-m-b i don't think you're making too                                         
big a deal at all                                                               
uh i do think and i'll continue reading                                         
here in just a moment                                                           
but the question's right at the                                                 
beginning i think that                                                          
more and more we need to make a bigger                                          
deal                                                                            
about this and we need to point out the                                         
fallacies again                                                                 
calvinism looks so rich                                                         
and biblical and sophisticated and uh                                           
you know the leading wear a suit and                                            
stand behind a                                                                  
uh commodious pulpit and uh everything                                          
just looks so                                                                   
spiritual and deep and then the young                                           
calvinists they have a beard and uh they                                        
smoke a cigar                                                                   
and they have a tattoo and they                                                 
uh they seem to be bright young                                                 
intellectuals                                                                   
and again it's all deception and not                                            
biblical at all i think we need to make                                         
a bigger deal out of it                                                         
i i don't have a lot of calvinist                                               
friends                                                                         
former calvinist friends uh                                                     
so if you want to win friends and                                               
influence people this is probably not                                           
the                                                                             
the don't take my advice if you want to                                         
go along to get along and all that kind                                         
of stuff                                                                        
probably not i haven't found the way so                                         
don't take me as an expert i haven't                                            
found a way to enter into dialogue and                                          
help                                                                            
through some of these things because we                                         
we                                                                              
really almost don't even have any kind                                          
of equal footing upon which we can have                                         
a conversation                                                                  
because again they'll come back and                                             
uh uh you know i'll say hey did god kill                                        
three million people in cambodia well                                           
the heidelberg confession says                                                  
and i immediately said i i don't care                                           
if the heidelberg confession tells me to                                        
describe his purple and dropping                                                
dogs and cats whatever the i had i don't                                        
even know who heidelberg was                                                    
or where heidelberg is or if heidelberg                                         
what is it a                                                                    
blimp i'm not sure i don't know anything                                        
about it so                                                                     
i'm not going to use that as the basis                                          
for anything                                                                    
well john calvin said i never met john                                          
i don't know anything about him i don't                                         
read his stuff i'm not                                                          
let's if if you and i can go to the                                             



scriptures                                                                      
and we can set some rules about                                                 
how we're going to interpret scripture                                          
first                                                                           
then we could have a conversation well                                          
the westminster confession says that we                                         
should enter                                                                    
i don't care anything about it                                                  
so that's the problem you i never can                                           
get to the point of dialogue i don't                                            
know if anybody can                                                             
um going on am i wrong uh                                                       
or uh or can't it all be tied back to                                           
calvinist churches                                                              
uh uh believing that the church started                                         
in acts chapter two                                                             
uh you're wrong a little bit there uh                                           
but not fully                                                                   
uh among evangelicalism and even                                                
dispensationalism                                                               
uh in and uh let's                                                              
let's take protestants evangelicals                                             
uh and even dispensationalists and let's                                        
even go say fundamentalists put all of                                          
those together basically non-catholics                                          
among all those it did start with the                                           
calvinist the problem is                                                        
it really started with the catholics                                            
acts 2 is a is a                                                                
is a catholic idea uh and um                                                    
so yeah it is it it goes back there                                             
now you could argue that some of the                                            
calvinists                                                                      
and even some of the catholics really                                           
believe that it actually started in                                             
maybe uh with moses in the wilderness or                                        
even back farther than that but they                                            
would take our doctrine from                                                    
acts chapter two uh for the most it's                                           
also messed up                                                                  
actually to my knowledge a mid-axe                                              
church cannot go along with                                                     
calvinism due to midax churches knowing                                         
that there was a mystery revealed to                                            
paul                                                                            
and never before known to anyone since                                          
the world was formed you're exactly                                             
right there is no such thing                                                    
as a calvinist mid-ax or a calvinist                                            
right divider                                                                   
just simply it's oil and water it cannot                                        
go together it's impossible to put those                                        
two things together                                                             
this is why by the way i'm working on an                                        
article that i have been for months                                             
and i keep changing it and that is that                                         
dispensational calvinism is an oxymoron                                         
you simply cannot be dispensationalist                                          
and calvinist                                                                   
now i know there's lots of them out                                             
there but i don't think they're                                                 
uh really dispensationalists they                                               



they hold to a dispensational                                                   
eschatology or                                                                  
uh you know some dispensational manner                                          
of uh interpreting the scripture                                                
but they're really not dividing the ages                                        
uh that uh                                                                      
is out there uh grace is what paul                                              
taught for the salvation                                                        
is opposite from calvinism exactly                                              
knowing that paul had not been on the                                           
scene                                                                           
correct me if i'm wrong in acts chapter                                         
two then it's impossible                                                        
in my mind to have the true grace and                                           
salvation which paul taught until he                                            
came on the scene that's exactly right                                          
you                                                                             
you got it uh you get uh a plus plus                                            
two two points of extra credit uh so                                            
question number two                                                             
why should i have anything to do to do                                          
with listening to an axe to pastor                                              
uh they're i'm gonna stop reading right                                         
there for just a moment why should i                                            
have anything to do with listening to an                                        
uh                                                                              
i think                                                                         
that                                                                            
it depends on what they're talking about                                        
if you want to make life easy for                                               
yourself                                                                        
don't uh there's                                                                
plenty of right dividing pastors                                                
that understand this kind of period of                                          
transition and start it say with acts                                           
chapter 13 or somewhere in that area                                            
uh that you can get                                                             
any topic any kind of teaching that you                                         
might need                                                                      
a bunch of them out there uh                                                    
and the problem so you take an acts 2                                           
pastor and                                                                      
they can have some very good information                                        
they can even have some very good                                               
sermons                                                                         
uh an acts 2 pastor might                                                       
a good one would probably understand                                            
for example that the kingdom is not the                                         
church                                                                          
they're not fully able to say the                                               
the the the kingdom gospel is not the                                           
individual gospel                                                               
but they're that close there if they                                            
separate the kingdom from the church                                            
that's                                                                          
that's probably a good thing uh                                                 
and then they might be teaching on                                              
something that                                                                  
is so much either in the left side of                                           
this chart or the right side of this                                            
chart                                                                           
that there's not that transition and so                                         



you're safe                                                                     
on that uh they're be because                                                   
a good acts 2 pastor which are hard to                                          
find in and of themselves but a good                                            
acts 2 pastor                                                                   
does realize they're cut some kind of                                           
separation now probably what they would                                         
do                                                                              
is put this an ax2 pastor would put the                                         
transition right here just as a straight                                        
line                                                                            
and so you would have the national                                              
gospel here the individual gospel here                                          
here's the straight line                                                        
at acts chapter 2 and uh bingo there it                                         
is                                                                              
uh so it's during this period                                                   
if paul's alive basically then there's a                                        
chance they're going to get something                                           
wrong                                                                           
on areas in which that's only talking                                           
about this                                                                      
they're probably okay or if it's only                                           
talking about this                                                              
they're probably okay so for example uh                                         
if they're                                                                      
teaching the revelation the book of                                             
revelations they might they might get                                           
that right                                                                      
if they're teaching uh uh i don't know                                          
the uh                                                                          
uh the book of uh exodus they're                                                
probably getting it right                                                       
and maybe they're just so brilliant in                                          
church history and some other things                                            
that take place that you want to glean                                          
uh some of what they have to say                                                
but in the end for someone who has to                                           
manage their time well now                                                      
if you're excuse me if you uh                                                   
are able to listen to 8 or 10 or 12                                             
hours of                                                                        
teaching a day maybe you've got time to                                         
do most people aren't able to do that                                           
you have to                                                                     
filter through and i would say then                                             
you're exactly right that uh you're                                             
you then have to start filtering out uh                                         
too much uh that is uh                                                          
needed uh through through all that i                                            
appreciate                                                                      
uh that uh                                                                      
and uh and i'm um                                                               
skipping uh some of the uh comment here                                         
uh                                                                              
but um all well received and                                                    
so chuck says basically i i i have to                                           
listen to two                                                                   
two two preachers you guys are are both                                         
bald                                                                            
okay pick bald preachers and listen it's                                        
it's a good way to filter it out                                                



pick bald preachers and then narrow it                                          
to bald preachers who rightly divide the                                        
word of truth                                                                   
and uh kurt crist and randy white                                               
god bless you chuck i appreciate you um                                         
there uh nicholas uh up in bolingbrook                                          
many people are trying to connect                                               
revelation to current events but i see                                          
revelation as all future                                                        
is there anything in the bible that                                             
could be connected to                                                           
our current events me think not                                                 
methink along with you nicholas uh as                                           
i've been teaching the book of                                                  
revelation                                                                      
uh in these last i think we're 23 or 24                                         
sessions                                                                        
uh now i haven't found anything that                                            
directly relates to                                                             
today i think that the churches of the                                          
revelation                                                                      
are all future they're not talking about                                        
you know the                                                                    
the status of the church today is                                               
laodicean                                                                       
and on anything and you could pick just                                         
any page in the bible                                                           
i think and you could find some degree                                          
of similarity                                                                   
uh in order to say hey                                                          
for example let me stop and talk about                                          
this for just a moment i believe i did                                          
that a little bit yesterday in the acts                                         
uh series and uh yet certainly                                                  
in acts paul before felix there's                                               
nothing                                                                         
in there that is talking about you know                                         
american life in 2020 but you there is a                                        
uh and certainly nicholas would agree                                           
with me on this there is a                                                      
uh a commonness to humanity                                                     
that you could go anywhere anytime any                                          
place and                                                                       
see that history repeats itself and you                                         
could find uh these uh examples and                                             
connections that are given                                                      
but yeah i think i'm i'm always a little                                        
leery of those uh you know prophecy                                             
updates and whatnot that uh come and say                                        
you know that uh                                                                
uh today netanyahu uh did uh such and                                           
such and he had um                                                              
had bacon and eggs for breakfast and                                            
therefore it's the beginning of the                                             
apostasy                                                                        
and i think                                                                     
i i think that's                                                                
not the way to read future prophecy i                                           
think that future prophecy is future                                            
prophecy and when we see                                                        
and of course i'm a pre-tribulational                                           
pre-millennialist and you should be too                                         



uh but when we see prophecy literally                                           
being fulfilled then                                                            
that's that's what it's about but uh                                            
obviously we will not uh be there                                               
at that time okay i got uh quite a few                                          
questions here i'm going to stick with                                          
you a few moments uh                                                            
uh here today and see what we can get                                           
taken care of rick on the left coast                                            
what are your thoughts on vaccines when                                         
it comes to scripture                                                           
is there liberty for christians to take                                         
it or                                                                           
not take it trying to look at it from                                           
scripture not                                                                   
politics you know                                                               
um let's                                                                        
that we have we have two areas we can                                           
talk about here                                                                 
and lose half our audience uh                                                   
there's the vaccine of children vaccines                                        
of children and then there's the vaccine                                        
that is                                                                         
approaching and all of us need to                                               
discuss this now because it's                                                   
approaching                                                                     
to where everybody is going to be                                               
required to get a vaccine even if you're                                        
55 years old and healthy                                                        
um now with that                                                                
then uh first of all let me give you                                            
some of my practical thinking on                                                
vaccines                                                                        
i think and this is from my own                                                 
experience recently that if you want to                                         
have a                                                                          
medical discussion about vaccines                                               
good luck sally                                                                 
the medical world will not talk to you                                          
about it                                                                        
they will not question the assumptions                                          
they have been handed down from the                                             
medical version of the heidelberg                                               
catechism                                                                       
this is what you do and if you say                                              
well this interacts with that and                                               
physiologically it causes uh                                                    
this to happen that's a proven                                                  
scientific fact                                                                 
i've got the needle it's time put your                                          
arm up                                                                          
that's the only discussion well can i                                           
ask you a question                                                              
yes you can ask me a question i'm going                                         
to tell you what the heidelberg                                                 
confession uh the                                                               
medical version says and i'm going to                                           
charge you an extra 50                                                          
now i'm not exaggerating on that at all                                         
i can show you the bill uh this                                                 
this is exactly it is absolutely                                                
unacceptable to ask a question                                                  



about vaccines either to a doctor                                               
or on social media                                                              
just try it you'll see uh                                                       
you know call your doctor up say hey i'd                                        
like to                                                                         
talk about uh vaccines take them                                                
goodbye now i'm sure there's a doctor                                           
out there that's saying                                                         
an exception but i would also say                                               
they're probably not very uh                                                    
uh well received in the american medical                                        
association                                                                     
uh and i think and you know dr tom can                                          
confirm this or deny this                                                       
that there is such group think                                                  
among uh the medical community                                                  
that it really is to the point of danger                                        
for the patient and                                                             
i i i don't have much much hope there                                           
now with that then the medical community                                        
is convinced                                                                    
that we have to have a vaccine in order                                         
to                                                                              
keep us all alive from covert because                                           
it's almost killed every one of us now                                          
uh it's been more death and destruction                                         
than america american has has ever seen                                         
uh just unbelievable the way this                                               
coronavirus has just wiped out total                                            
community                                                                       
oh excuse me none of that's happened has                                        
it                                                                              
a little tiny fraction                                                          
has gotten sick a tinier fraction has                                           
gone in the hospital                                                            
and the tiniest of fractions have died                                          
it's a real thing                                                               
i'm not saying it's not real but i'm                                            
just saying it the reality of it is                                             
it's infinitesimally small                                                      
that's the reality of it but we have to                                         
have a vaccine                                                                  
we have to rush the vaccine we have to                                          
you know the medical science it is                                              
called practice                                                                 
for a reason because there is no such                                           
thing                                                                           
as uh you know medical science that is                                          
uh is is proven fact uh                                                         
i mean just look at that look at the                                            
track record                                                                    
medical science and and granted if                                              
they'll call it practice i'm good with                                          
it                                                                              
medical science has you know once they                                          
said you have to do this and then they                                          
say no you don't have to do this now you                                        
have to do this                                                                 
no you know don't eat eggs no i eat eggs                                        
eat don't die better on them they'll                                            
have better around them no                                                      
don't know to do this back and forth                                            



back and forth back and forth                                                   
but now in a period of months they're                                           
going to say                                                                    
we developed a vaccine it's going to                                            
kill this thing it's going to make you                                          
happy                                                                           
and healthy and and pure and holy                                               
and you have to take it come on                                                 
let's stick it in you                                                           
well many of us                                                                 
are not ready for that                                                          
not uh even even taking out uh                                                  
any biblical commands or biblical unjust                                        
in injunctions                                                                  
we're just not sure that we trust                                               
the you know dr fauci's of the world                                            
to say trust me this is good for you                                            
trust me and the the the                                                        
uh the the vaccines again the united                                            
states government has                                                           
uh determined that vaccines are                                                 
uh inevitably unsafe did i use the right                                        
words                                                                           
um we think that's the right words                                              
inevitably unsafe that's what what's                                            
that                                                                            
ruth bader ginsburg i mean it's going to                                        
be true                                                                         
the notorious rbg said it inevitably                                            
unsafe and therefore you cannot sue a                                           
vaccine company                                                                 
now this is this is a recipe for                                                
disaster                                                                        
so what does the scripture say about it                                         
uh is there a                                                                   
liberty for a christian to take it or                                           
not take it                                                                     
i i think that the scripture certainly                                          
uh gives                                                                        
for medical to take medical cures i'm                                           
not                                                                             
i don't take the jehovah's witness view                                         
that                                                                            
uh you know avoids blood transfusions                                           
and these kind of things                                                        
um i                                                                            
and and some of the uh                                                          
i would say more cultish aspects of um                                          
of um i don't even want to say                                                  
christianity but                                                                
christian-like faiths don't allow any                                           
medical care                                                                    
uh i don't think the bible ever                                                 
prohibits                                                                       
me from visiting with a doctor                                                  
and the doctor saying take a little wine                                        
for your stomach                                                                
now the baptist church does uh but                                              
i think that medicinally                                                        
what what can we do what can help us uh                                         
personally for me i want to stay away                                           
from uh medical care when i can                                                 



if it ain't broke don't fix it i know                                           
that that probably makes the doctors and                                        
the crowd uncomfortable a little bit                                            
but i want to look and i want to say                                            
okay                                                                            
if i have a headache what could                                                 
solve it uh probably i want to drink a                                          
lot of water and take a nap                                                     
and maybe and and if you drink a lot of                                         
water the nap won't be very long                                                
um but i'm gonna try that first                                                 
uh i i'm a little uh suspicious                                                 
personally of all that now that's just                                          
my opinion                                                                      
what does scripture say let's uh let's                                          
dig into that a little more                                                     
over because i think it's going to be                                           
very uh important here because i do                                             
think the government is probably going                                          
to require it for commerce                                                      
it's a little bit of a 666 kind of thing                                        
i don't know if they will be successful                                         
in doing it                                                                     
we have a liberal supreme court with                                            
leftists like ruth bader ginsburg and                                           
john roberts that                                                               
really have a majority for most matters                                         
uh                                                                              
because leftist john roberts always goes                                        
with the left side                                                              
and so                                                                          
you know it probably it'll go to the                                            
supreme court by the way the supreme                                            
court ruling something does not mean                                            
it's right it doesn't even mean it's                                            
constitutional it just means they                                               
they ruled it look up dred scott                                                
supreme court has made some horrid                                              
decisions in the past                                                           
this is why maybe lifelong appointment                                          
to the supreme court it shouldn't be                                            
there maybe it should be a 12-year                                              
appointment                                                                     
uh and you cannot succeed yourself                                              
i don't know just thinking um                                                   
but let's let's try to consider that                                            
just a little bit on whether or not                                             
uh the bible gives any uh                                                       
liberty or lack thereof for the                                                 
christian to take vaccine                                                       
and let me just encourage the listeners                                         
to say you better start thinking about                                          
this because i don't know before the end                                        
of the year out certainly into the next                                         
year                                                                            
they might be telling you you cannot get                                        
on the airplane without the vaccine                                             
you cannot uh go into uh                                                        
this this particular store they're to                                           
require your your vaccine                                                       
uh tattoo remember when you used to show                                        
the little uh what was it smallpox                                              



tattoo                                                                          
um you're going to have to you're going                                         
to have to show your tattoo you're going                                        
to have to prove                                                                
that you have uh had it um                                                      
and i think that                                                                
um we are going to                                                              
uh we're very much going to have to face                                        
it and                                                                          
no doubt there will be a large group of                                         
people that say                                                                 
i am not taking a government mandated                                           
vaccine                                                                         
i think the larger the group the better                                         
i think                                                                         
that might even help the children's                                             
vaccines which i think                                                          
need some need some second look uh                                              
i i think that again for whatever reason                                        
it's like heresy even to ask a question                                         
about it even to                                                                
take a look at it and i think we ought                                          
to i think we got to question the                                               
assumptions of everything                                                       
and go with it uh jamie up in washington                                        
uh                                                                              
state uh says right about vaccines randy                                        
what do christians                                                              
uh who think we need to obey the                                                
government for the same reasons they                                            
used to follow the                                                              
guidelines of the state for church                                              
opening yeah                                                                    
and this is uh you know all of these                                            
uh when when you                                                                
uh you uh                                                                       
excuse me i got caught up in that using                                         
diatomaceous earth from tractor supply                                          
seems to be working                                                             
i'm not sure what we're applying that to                                        
but uh but nonetheless                                                          
uh uh i don't know if this is for covid                                         
or what but i might be mixing up                                                
you know not rightly dividing the                                               
comments here uh                                                                
but i think i think we've got to uh                                             
discuss it                                                                      
and uh look at all that okay i                                                  
am so very much out of time                                                     
and uh let's see i had a question from                                          
manny and a question from susan                                                 
that uh i've got to wait and then i've                                          
got a uh let's see                                                              
a question from jerry and from gary                                             
and from bev and uh from uh                                                     
busy morning let's uh let's                                                     
gather back here soon uh 10 am tomorrow                                         
hey by the way                                                                  
did you see look at that i don't even                                           
have to close up you can see                                                    
the african violet is blooming ladies                                           
and gentlemen isn't that nice                                                   



uh uh all is well we'll join back here                                          
tomorrow                                                                        
for ask the theologian 10 a.m mountain                                          
time i look forward to                                                          
that as always as we gather together                                            
rightly dividing the word of truth on                                           
this monday i hope you go                                                       
and take on the world thanks uh those of                                        
you who visit us every now and then at                                          
randywhiteministries.org                                                        
and even click the donate button every                                          
now and then we appreciate that                                                 
we'll see you all soon thank you                                                
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


